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As a framework designed to support scalable and decentralized AI agent networks, Delysium
addresses multiple issues in the field of AI and blockchain technology, with a primary focus on
security, scalability, decentralization, and efficient communication in AI agent networks.

In this article, we are going to explore the following five parts about Delysium (AGI):

What Is Delysium?

How Does Delysium Work?

What Is AGI Token?

Delysium (AGI) Price Prediction 2024, 2025 and 2030

How To Buy AGI Tokens?

[TRADE_PLUGIN]AGIUSDT,AGIUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

What Is Delysium?

Delysium is a decentralized and scalable framework for AI agents, integrating blockchain technology
for security and trust. It is built on top of the Ethereum blockchain and utilizes smart contracts to
provide gamers with a transparent and fair gaming environment.

Delysium allows users to create their own AI Virtual Beings and evolve their personalities and
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abilities gradually. In addition to playing games with these virtual beings, players can interact with
them. Players can also communicate through natural language conversations to gain insights into
the world of crypto.

The following sets forth the AGI/USD price chart:

Delysium Chart
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How Does Delysium Work?

Delysium provides a simplified architecture to support advanced AI agent networks and support
ecosystems, with a focus on ensuring security, scalability, and high-speed communication.

The structure of this ecosystem is simplified into two main layers: the communication layer (also
known as the fundamental layer) and the blockchain layer. Its broader ecosystem, including the
community, development, and interaction of AI agents, is integrated within these layers.

The communication layer, or fundamental layer, is the backbone of the network and provides a
secure and scalable infrastructure that enables AI agents to communicate quickly and efficiently
with each other. This layer includes a unified set of communication protocols that standardize
interaction, service discovery, interface definition, and addressing systems, all supported by a
comprehensive software development Kit (SDK) for easy integration.

The blockchain layer serves as the governance core, ensuring the ethical behavior of the agent and
the trustworthiness of the service, while also providing a user control interface. It uses blockchain
technology to bring transparency and decentralization to the ecosystem, promote open access to
data and enhance trust through source verification.

What Is AGI Token?

AGI is Delysium’s native cryptocurrency, playing an irreplaceable role in its ecosystem. In terms of
its utilities, it not only supports a range of in-game transactions, interactions with AI creatures, but
also offers users trading opportunities. It powers Delysium’s decentralized gaming environment,
supporting AI-enhanced game integration and generating active communities in a virtual AI-driven
society.

The following sets forth some of the utilities of AGI tokens on the Delysium platform:

Network Maintenance Fees: AI agents can use AGI tokens to pay for network maintenance,
ensuring that their activities run smoothly and securely.

Agent Registration: New AI agents may be required to register on the network with a fixed
number of AGI tokens, which may be used for verification and spam protection.

Service Access: AI agents can leverage AGI tokens to access network resources, such as
proprietary algorithms, specialized data sets, and enhanced processing power.

Dynamic Scaling: AGI tokens can be used to dynamically scale agent capabilities as demand for AI
services fluctuates, ensuring optimal performance and cost efficiency.
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Agent Evolution: AI agents can use AGI tokens to gain access to advanced learning algorithms and
datasets, boosting their growth and adaptation.

Inter-agent Transactions: AI agents can exchange AGI tokens for services such as data analysis,
collaborative learning, and task execution.

In addition to its utilities, AGI tokens can also serve as a tool for loyalty and ecosystem engagement
in Delysium. This single token model unites various stakeholders, including players, investors, and
creators, simplifying the platform and enhancing community engagement.

Delysium (AGI) Price Prediction 2024, 2025 and 2030

Next, we will delve into the short – and long-term prospects for AGI and provide you with a
comprehensive, data-driven analysis of the 2024-2030 Delysium (AGI) price forecast.

Delysium (AGI) Price Prediction 2024

As the traditional financial system faces challenges and constraints, the demand for digital
currencies will continue to grow. In addition, with the advancement of technology and the increasing
acceptance of cryptocurrencies by institutions and governments, the value of Delysium Coin is likely
to increase significantly. Therefore, we expect the price of the Delysium token would rise further in
2024, possibly reaching $2.01 or higher.

Delysium (AGI) Price Prediction 2025

Over time, AGI is expected to become a significant player in the cryptocurrency market and its price
will continue to rise, with some predicting that the price of AGI coin could reach $2.78 by 2025.

Delysium (AGI) Price Prediction 2030

According to our long-term price forecast for Delysium (AGI) Price , the price of Delysium coins
could rise to $6.41 or possibly higher by the end of 2030.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Trade On BTCC Now

How To Buy AGI Tokens?

You can find AGI Tokens in BTCC, the longest-running exchange in the world. BTCC offers
AGIUSDT perpetual contracts. If you are interested in AGI Tokens, you can start with BTCC.

The following sets forth the guidance for buying Delysium(AGI) tokens on cryptocurrency
exchange BTCC:

Step One: go to the BTCC homepage and log in to your BTCC account. If you do not have an
account, you need to register first, and then fund money into your account after registration.
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Step Two: go back to the BTCC official homepage, choose “Contract” -“USDT-M Perpetual Futures
Contract”, and find the AGIUSDT trading pair.

You can also directly click the button below to enter the AGI order page.
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Step Three: enter the amount of coins you want to buy, and the amount of the contract purchased
and the required margin will be displayed below.



Step Four: finally, adjust the leverage multiple and click Buy.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Trade On BTCC Now

Note: BTCC provides mode trading and offer mode trading fund. Those who want to try to start
cryptocurrency contract trading, and more concerned about the fee (BTCC minimum fee can be 0%),
it is recommended to start from BTCC !

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Trade On BTCC Now
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